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ABSTRACT
The fundamental goal of business data analysis is to improve business decisions using data. Business users such as sales, marketing, product, or operations managers often make decisions to achieve key performance indicator (KPI) goals such as increasing customer retention, decreasing cost, and increasing sales. To discover the relationship between data attributes hypothesized to be drivers and those corresponding to KPIs of interest, business users currently need to perform lengthy exploratory analyses, considering multitudes of combinations and scenarios, slicing, dicing, and transforming the data accordingly. For example, analyzing customer retention across quarters of the year or suggesting optimal media channels across strata of customers. However, the increasing complexity of datasets combined with the cognitive limitations of humans makes it challenging to carry over multiple hypotheses, even for simple datasets. Therefore mentally performing such analyses is hard. Existing commercial tools either provide partial solutions whose effectiveness remains unclear or fail to cater to business users.

Here we argue for four functionalities that we believe are necessary to enable business users to interactively learn and reason about the relationships (functions) between sets of data attributes, facilitating data-driven decision making. We implement these functionalities in SYSTEMD, an interactive visual data analysis system enabling business users to experiment with the data by asking what-if questions.

We evaluate the system through three business use cases: marketing mix modeling analysis, customer retention analysis, and deal closing analysis, and report on feedback from multiple business users. Overall, business users find SYSTEMD intuitive and useful for quick testing and validation of their hypotheses around interested KPI as well as in making effective and fast data-driven decisions.

1 INTRODUCTION
The current view on interactive visual data analysis has been primarily shaped by Tukey’s emphasis on exploratory data analysis (EDA) [36]. Developments in the last two decades demonstrated the value of Tukey’s perspective on data analysis, particularly the use of graphical representations. Paradoxically, this success also caused a tunnel vision that frequently turned exploratory analysis into the end itself[24]. However, consider these user questions: how can I best use my $200K marketing budget? Which activities should I prioritize to increase my deal closing rate? How much do free trials help with acquiring customers? These questions are, at best, difficult and time-consuming to answer through traditional interactive exploratory analysis. Existing data analysis systems are limited in helping business users, who typically have no background in coding, statistical analysis, or algorithmic modeling.

Sigma Computing’s mission is to help business users make data-driven decisions. The fundamental question is what do users essentially try to achieve with data analysis? In other words, what should an enterprise data analysis system be optimizing for?
Purpose of Business Data Analysis The fundamental goal of business data analysis is to improve business decisions by understanding the relationship between two sets of variables—input variables which are hypothesized to be potential drivers and output variables (often a single variable) that are business key performance indicators (KPIs) and are hypothesized to be dependent on the driver variables. For the remainder of the paper, we will refer to input variables as drivers and output variables as KPIs.

Challenges While interactive exploratory data analysis is useful, it is not sufficient for effectively completing the fundamental task due to the underlying four challenges observed in current systems.

Human Cognition Limitations of human working memory and cognitive overload due to time pressures and data complexity limit the user’s ability to effectively run what-if scenarios, without getting help for rigorously following effective methods to generate, manage, and evaluate hypotheses. Confirmation bias [28], our tendency to fit the evidence to existing expectations and schemas of thought makes it hard to explore insights in an unbiased and rigorous manner [29, 37]. Thus, people typically fail to focus on the most relevant evidence while sufficiently attending to hypotheses’ disconfirmation [28].

Interactive Exploratory Analysis Interactive direct manipulation as a querying and data transformation paradigm doesn’t scale well for learning relations (functions) between drivers and KPIs, often requiring a large number of transformations and consideration of combinations (e.g., slicing & dicing) along with domain expertise.

Data Scale and Complexity Increased data sizes and complexities exacerbate the two problems above, easily turning the fundamental task of business data analysis into a daunting process if not impossible. Moreover, limitations of human working memory cause large complex data to be overwhelming regardless of expertise.

Static Data Even if a domain expert business user can build a mental model between potential drivers and her KPIs, there is no easy way for her to probe into, reason about, and run scenarios over to stress-test and utilize this mental model for decision making [16].

Elements of Business Data Analysis What does improving decisions mean? Based on our conversations with business users and our experience in developing data analysis systems, we make the following observations.

(1) The goal of data analysis is to improve decisions based on data. An improved decision—an effective operationalization of insights—manifests itself differently in different domains and use-cases. It can be increased sales, reduced cost, increased customer retention rate, reduced churn rate, reduced customer acquisition cost, and so on.

(2) Improving decisions requires users to learn, manually (mentally) or otherwise, the relationship (functions) between drivers in their data and KPIs on which their business objectives are based.

(3) Decision-making is an interplay between data and domain knowledge, including common sense. Neither data nor domain knowledge (expertise), which business users possess, is sufficient for improved outcomes.

(4) The value of an enterprise data analysis system is its added value in effectively enabling improved decision making using data and domain knowledge.

Desiderata for Systems Based on the observations above and earlier work [4], we propose that enterprise data analysis systems integrate four interactive functionalities (Figure 1) to augment business users beyond exploratory analysis in decision making.

Driver Importance Analysis Enables users to implicitly learn functions (models) allowing them to understand the relationships between drivers (input) and KPIs (output), along with the artifacts of these learned relationships such as the relative importance of various drivers and their interactions in predicting the KPI outcomes.

Sensitivity Analysis Enables users to dynamically evaluate learned relationships for arbitrary input values and observe the changes in output values. It also helps users build their intuition about how their business works in a hands-on manner. To this end, systems should help users to experiment with the drivers by interactively perturbing (increasing or decreasing) their values and observing the effects on the KPI values.

Goal Inversion (Seeking) Analysis Enables users to interactively set goals such as specific target values or optimization goals (maximization and minimization) for the KPIs and observe multiple scenarios on how the driver values need to change to achieve the desired goals. For example, systems should provide recommendations for changes needed in driver values to achieve user-specified KPI goals.

Constrained Analysis Allows users to interactively set constraints or conditions over how the learned functions (models) are evaluated and inverted, enabling users to incorporate their domain knowledge and common sense to regulate these functions. This also enables users to quickly generate and evaluate multiple scenarios under various conditions. For instance, systems should enable users to set constraints (e.g., boundary or inequality) on one or more drivers and run goal inversion to provide optimal driver values satisfying user constraints, such as lowest values for investments or highest for customer intent.

We operationalize the desiderata above through an interactive visual data analysis system called SYSTEMD 1. The system enables users to experiment with their data and understand relationships between input drivers and interested output KPIs through changing what-if scenarios. We evaluate SYSTEMD using three common business use cases: (1) marketing mix modeling analysis, (2) customer retention analysis, and (3) deal closing analysis with real-world business users such as sales, marketing, operations, accounts, and campaign managers.

In summary we make the following contributions:

• We revisit the fundamental goal of business analysis to be making data-driven decisions via the ability to understand the relationship between drivers and KPIs.

• We argue that the four functionalities we propose, driver importance analysis, sensitivity analysis, goal inversion (seeking) analysis, and constrained analysis, are necessary for effectively helping business users to make data-driven decisions.

• We implement SYSTEMD, an interactive visual data analysis system incorporating these functionalities which provides a coherent workflow and end-to-end solution for business users to improve their decisions.

• We evaluate SYSTEMD through three business use cases to test the applicability and need of the system.

2 SYSTEMD

SYSTEMD has a client-server architecture. The frontend client is responsible for rendering analysis views, managing user interactions, communicating with the backend server to fetch requested data, and (re-)rendering views accordingly. The backend runs machine learning models to predict KPI objective metrics and packs them into efficient data structures to send to the client in response to user

1https://tinyurl.com/SigmaSystemD
Figure 2: SystemD user interface showing a snapshot from the deal closing analysis use case. It operationalizes four functionalities we deem necessary for augmenting decision making in data analysis systems. See Sec 2 for details on annotated views.

interactions. Now, we briefly describe the views and functionalities of SystemD as annotated in Figure 2.

**Use Case Selection** (A) Users can select from three common business use cases supported currently. Figure 2 explains SystemD specifically using the deal closing analysis use case.

**Table View** (B) On selection of use case, the corresponding dataset is tabulated in this view. The columns in this view show the predictors of the dataset. In the deal closing analysis use case dataset, every row represents a Sigma prospect and every column represents the counts of activities that prospects performed such as Chats, Meetings attended, etc. Each prospect is also labeled as converted to a customer or not.

**KPI Selection View** (C) Users can select one of the features in the dataset to be the KPI objective function using this view. For the use case, users are interested in whether prospects close as customers, hence choose the KPI to be Deal Closed.

**Driver List View** (D) This view allows users to filter out drivers they aren’t interested in analyzing.

Users want to understand the relationship between all activities of prospects and the average deal closing rate in the use case. Hence, they keep all features selected and deselect only the Account textual features to enable model training and prediction.

**Driver Importance View** (E) This view characterizes the first functionality of SystemD, the driver importance analysis. Users are interested in recognizing the drivers that drive the KPI. This view illustrates an interactive horizontal bar chart informing the users of the drivers (Y axis) of the KPI in decreasing order of importance (X axis) thereby guiding them to take actions in the appropriate directions.

The driver importance values are the feature correlation coefficients of the model trained to predict KPI objectives because they are relatively easier for users to understand. However, we verify the coefficients using traditional measures such as Shapley, Pearson, and Spearman rank [8, 31, 38] to ensure that the correlation coefficients are not misleading. We train two machine learning models using Scikit-learn [20]: linear regression and random forest classifier which are selected according to the KPIs data type. The importance values range between -1 and 1 with extremes showing high negative and positive correlation importance to KPI respectively while closer to 0 show low importance to the KPI.

Driver importance analysis for the use case shows that the 3 most important drivers of the deal closing KPI are Open Marketing Email, Renewal and Call while the 3 least important drivers are LinkedIn Contact, Initiate New Contact and Meeting.

**Options View** (F) This view provides users options to perform specific functionalities and to perturb the original dataset. Users can check corresponding boxes to perform either sensitivity analysis or goal inversion analysis. The system supports two perturbation options: absolute and percentage values.

Deal closing analysis use case illustrates outputs of both functionalities and all perturbations are made in percentages.

**Perturbation View** (G) Users can perturb the original dataset using this view. They can set absolute or percentage perturbations to perform sensitivity analysis and low and high constraints for goal inversion analysis for each of the predictors.

Perturbations are made to each of the data points in the dataset, for example, 40% increase on Open Marketing Email means increasing the marketing emails opened for every prospect by 40%.
Sensitivity Analysis View (II) SYSTEMD helps users understand the relationship between drivers and KPI using its second functionality of sensitivity analysis. Users can experiment with the drivers by perturbing the original data and observing its effects on the KPI. The users can perturb by increasing or decreasing the values of one or more drivers by a specified absolute or percentage value. This view represents two bars, a static blue bar shows the KPI achieved on the original dataset and an interactive yellow bar shows the KPI achieved on the perturbed dataset. The change between the KPI achieved on user perturbed data and the original data is explicitly shown to indicate the up-lift (positive, shown in green) and down-lift (negative, shown in red). Every perturbation re-runs the model prediction to re-calculate the KPI value.

To ease driver experimentation, SYSTEMD provides two additional sensitivity analysis features. To view sensitivity analysis with entirety and compare KPI trends over all drivers, the comparison analysis feature shows the KPI achieved for every driver individually across a range of perturbations specified by the user. To allow users to drill down and experiment with individual data points, the per-data analysis feature lets users select a data point, perturb data of the selected data point and view effects on its KPI value.

The use case shows a 40% perturbation made to the Open Marketing Email predictor leading the deal closing rate to rise to 43.24% (yellow bar), an up-lift of 1.35% from that on original data.

Goal Inversion View (I) The goal inversion functionality helps users to plan future actions that will help them achieve their KPI goals. Users can choose to freely optimize the drivers or specify a desired KPI value they wish to achieve and run the model to provide values of the drivers that will achieve the goal KPI.

SYSTEMD uses Scikit-optimize’s [25] Bayesian optimizer to learn optimized values of drivers that attain the desired KPI. The view returns the optimal KPI attainable, confidence of the model used and one of the many possible values of drivers that achieve user-specified KPI goal.

However, in practice, it is not always feasible for users to take the actions recommended by freely optimized goal inversion such as when recommendations are not in line with the knowledge of domain users or optimal driver values are beyond the budget of teams, etc. In order to get realistic recommendations, SYSTEMD provides the final functionality of constrained analysis. This functionality allows users to specify low and high constraints on one or more drivers and have the model recommend optimal KPI and driver values that are within the specified range.

The use case presents constrained analysis, where users constrain the perturbation of Open Marketing Email predictor to be between an increase of 40% to 80% as shown in (G) to observe the maximal deal closing rate KPI of 90.54% which is an up-lift of 48.65% from the KPI achieved on the original data.

3 EVALUATION

We evaluate SYSTEMD through three business use cases to gather feedback on its interactive functionalities.

Participants and Protocol We recruited 5 business users playing various roles in Sigma with a minimum experience of 4 years. Three business users—a marketing manager, a campaign manager, and an account manager—participated in the marketing mix modeling analysis use case. A product manager and a sales manager participated in the customer retention analysis and the deal closing analysis use case respectively.

Participants were briefed on the interview goals and structure. They were then asked to share analysis intent, workflows, current tools and challenges of their daily analysis. Then, we shared our screen, demoed the system and asked participants to guide us on the experiments they wanted to perform. After the interview, participants were asked to provide feedback by completing a system usability questionnaire. Participants rated their agreement with questions such as, “I thought SYSTEMD functionalities were useful in understanding the behavior of the data better”, “I think that I would like to use SYSTEMD in my daily work”, etc. using a Likert scale of one (strongly disagree) to five (strongly agree). Additionally, we asked participants to provide us with more open-ended feedback on the features, concerns of SYSTEMD. Interviews typically lasted 45 minutes. We used a think-aloud protocol to encourage participants to share their thought process simultaneously as they got results from SYSTEMD. We recorded audio and captured screen for later review.

Use Cases Here we briefly describe the three business use cases.

U1: Marketing Mix Modeling Analysis Marketing Mix Modeling is a technique which helps quantify the impact of several marketing inputs on sales, market share, etc. With the rapid increase of new media, there has been an increased need for marketers to optimize their strategies that maximize KPIs such as return of investment, sales, profit, etc. across multiple channels.

To allow Sigma’s marketing, campaign and account managers to use SYSTEMD for making decisions that optimize investments per media channel, we used a dataset describing investments made over a period of 6 months on 5 media channels (Internet, Facebook, YouTube, TV and Radio) and corresponding sales achieved per day. The participants guided the analysis for understanding the behavior between media channels and sales KPI and made decisions on which channel investments should increase or decrease to maximize sales.

U2: Customer Retention Analysis Operations and product managers are always interested in retaining existing customers because it is always easier, both in terms of ease and cost, to retain old customers than get new ones. To build strategies that retain customers, business users analyze large datasets of customer interactions with the product and their own activities with the customers that are collected by CRM and support systems. Examples of such activities are using help chat, opening new document, adding a visualization, etc. Additionally, business users often form hypothesis of additional features, or formulas that may drive customer retention such as customers attending 2+ demo meetings in the first 2 weeks, etc.

Sigma’s product manager was interested in realizing the customer activities that would lead to retain them after 6 months. Sigma’s multi-touch attribution dataset was used for analysis which consisted of a customers activities and product manager’s hypothesis formulas such as pivoting on data, performing join operation, using 3+ formulas in 2 weeks, etc. in the last 6 months along with a label of whether they were retained after 6 months. The product manager used SYSTEMD to optimize the 6 month retained KPI and understand the activities that lead to increased 6 month retention.

U3: Deal Closing Analysis The approach to selling a product begins with initiating contact with a prospective customer and ends after a salesperson closes the deal. This process consists of multiple stages of back and forth communication between the prospects and the sales teams. Similar to the customer retention analysis use case, sales managers use prospect’s activities with the product and sales and marketing teams communication activities to understand whether prospects will close to customers. Examples of such activities are prospects signing up for trials or demos, participating in campaigns, attending scheduled meetings, etc.
The sales manager at Sigma wanted to analyze similar prospect data of the past few months as explained in Section 2 to answer questions like what activities lead to converting more prospects and what is the ideal customer journey formula for Sigma.

4 RESULTS

We now discuss the qualitative feedback we collected from Sigma business users on SYSTEMD (Figure 3).

Understanding Data-KPI Relationship We found that participants were able to quickly interpret the behavior between data and their objective KPI and make optimal decisions using SYSTEMD. When describing her prior experiences with campaign analysis, the campaign manager said “[right now] we have to manually set accurate targets for our campaigns looking at the historical data and intuitively figure out the media channels [that] have the best [chance at] converting leads [of users] into actual customers” and noted that SYSTEMD is “definitely much more actionable!” We found that all other participants shared similar sentiments. For example, while describing the challenges with current tools used such as reporting tools and spreadsheets, the marketing manager remarked that her “team consists of only marketers and not technical engineers or data scientists, making them really struggle ... to really see what is going on in spreadsheets and this [SYSTEMD would be] ... very exciting to perform ... [such] analyses”.

Value For Business Users All 5 participants saw very strong value in using SYSTEMD as part of their daily workflows. Participants shared that they mostly used Sigma, Microsoft Excel or Salesforce reporting tools for their analysis and shared that they didn’t think any of these thrived in statistical analysis, making them unaware of any machine learning or predictive analytics functionalities in current tools. They found the interactive statistical analysis of SYSTEMD repeatedly beneficial as it could save them from the intuitive and time-consuming trial and error strategy of hypothesizing next steps, performing them and waiting to see its results after 3 to 6 months. The product manager liked the interactive sensitivity analysis functionality to help her narrow this expensive strategy which “... is not something that [she] ... is easily able to do right now”.

Business users in two use cases were interested in working directly with the SYSTEMD team to fine-tune the system for their individual needs immediately. For example, after walking through the analysis demo, the accounts manager exclaimed that “[she] wanted to get access to [SYSTEMD ] now!!!” and asked “whether we [her team] could access it ourselves [themselves]?”. This showed all participant’s interest in using SYSTEMD right away.

Usefulness and Completeness When asked to rank the functionalities in terms of usefulness, we found that 3 of 5 participants ranked the driver importance analysis as being the most useful for their analysis while the other two participants ranked both sensitivity analysis and constraint-based analysis to be the most useful. All participants also ranked multiple functionalities second in usefulness and none being least useful. Thus, participants seemed to find all functionalities provided by SYSTEMD useful. Most participants also found the functionalities well integrated and connected to one another.

Suggestions for Improvements Participants showed great interest in integrating SYSTEMD into Sigma so they could add additional formulas to the dataset before using its functionalities. This could also serve their need to slice, dice and drill to obtain the required analysis data such as per customer-cohort or prospect-stage analysis. Also, most participants needed clarification to understand the outputs of the functionalities, suggesting a need for better user experience workflows. These concerns will soon be resolved since we aim to start deploying SYSTEMD into Sigma in the coming weeks itself.

5 FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Helping business users to make data-driven decisions implicitly using models is a difficult multifaceted problem, rich with research and engineering challenges, as also shared by our participants. We now discuss some of these along with possible approaches to solve them.

Communication and User Control In SYSTEMD, decision making involves two parties: domain expert user(s) and models implicitly created through user interactions. One issue is how to best calculate and communicate the underlying assumptions and confidences to users who have no background in statistics or data science? Another issue is that some functionalities proposed such as goal inversion may come across as “magic,” leading users to form unrealistic expectations from the system. When the system fails to meet these expectations users may lose trust and become dissatisfied not just with the intelligent functionalities but also with the whole system. User trust is critical for automated methods, intelligent or otherwise [10]. Automated methods need to just work and when they fail, they should fail consistently, while giving user sense of control. How can a user give feedback if she thinks that what is recommended or shown is incorrect? How do we get this feedback and update our models and systems? This is a problem of both modeling as well as system and user experience design. Further, linear solvers [21] can scale but not help fasten real-time response when the data is large or robust models are used for prediction.

Robustness The optimum does not mean the best. How robust are our predictions to small perturbations of data or model parameters? There are often multiple models (or functions) that can explain the relationship between data and outcomes or objectives [2, 3]. Data analysis systems designed to augment decision-making need to take the robustness and multiplicity of models into account.

Interpretability vs Accuracy It is well-known that some models are simpler and easier to interpret while others are more accurate but difficult to explain. Which models do we pick for our business users? Do we allow them to have a say in this choice?

Specification and Reuse It is important to have a reusable and editable specification of the experiments that SYSTEMD supports. What is the right grammar for specifying these data experiments and enabling their interoperability with, e.g., other data science languages or platforms such as computational notebooks? It is important to integrate these experiments with SQL as many data analysis systems [9, 11], including Sigma, compile data analysis intent of users to SQL queries. Development of a declarative specification language for SYSTEMD is in order.

6 RELATED WORK

Model-based analysis The interactive visual analytics [19] literature has a plethora of prototype systems incorporating models for data analysis. Typically these systems use unsupervised offline models to process data for feature extraction to augment interactive analysis subsequently. Less frequently, systems use online models to drive
interactive analysis. For instance, Praxis [4] forward projection and backward projection for dimensionality reduction-based data analysis. **SYSTEMD** extends these two interactions as sensitivity analysis and goal inversion analysis respectively for generalized model-driven relational data analysis for business users.

**Model understanding** Prior work introduces interactive systems for understanding models. Some systems have interactions similar to sensitivity analysis (e.g., [7, 22, 23]). Others use counterfactual explanations (e.g., [12, 14, 15, 17]) on how to gain the desired prediction with minimal changes to the input, which is akin to goal inversion analysis. Unlike **SYSTEMD**, the purpose of these approaches is to understand and debug machine learning models and their training, not to support model-driven analysis.

**Data farming** In the context of simulation, the data farming literature [32] emphasizes the value of a holistic understanding of a model (e.g., robustness properties, sensitivity) over simple optimization, which can yield high-reward but very brittle decisions. Unlike **SYSTEMD**’s hands-on approach, the emphasis in [32] is on non-interactive visualization, and goal-seeking is not explicitly supported.

**Spreadsheets** Spreadsheet applications generally enable optimization-based data analysis through add-ins and native functions. For example, Excel’s SOLVER [26] and GOAL SEEK [27] allow solving for a desired output of a formula by changing its drivers. While these don’t involve model building they provide a level of functionality enabling what-if analysis, albeit with limited interactivity and expressivity.

**BI systems** Commercial business intelligence (BI) tools recognize the need to augment business user’s decision-making in data analysis systems. Both established players such as Power BI [13], Tableau [35], Salesforce [34], Facebook Robyn [30], Alteryx [18], SAS Visual Analytics [33] and newcomers such as c3AI [1], Einblick [6], and SISU Data [5] aim to provide various predictive and prescriptive functionalities. However, these tools either provide partial solutions whose effectiveness and adoption remain unclear or fail to cater to business users. **SYSTEMD** specifically targets business users based on an intuitive set of interactive functions, providing a coherent workflow for data-driven business decision-making.

7 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we start by defining the fundamental goal of business data analysis: improving business decisions based on data. This goal requires understanding and probing into the relationships between data features representing hypothesized drivers and those representing key performance indicators (KPIs) that business users are interested in. We then introduce four interactive functionalities for interactively learning and reasoning about these relationships. The success of model-driven analysis for broader audiences with no background in coding or data science depends on understanding the users and their goals and designing the user experience accordingly. It is not a technology-first problem. We, therefore, focus on providing intuitive interactive functionalities and provide a preliminary use-case driven evaluation.

A close reading of Tukey’s writings suggests that his emphasis on EDA and graphical representations was a reaction to (or an antithesis of) dry, purely confirmatory approaches to data analysis of his time. It is however time to bring the pendulum of data analysis currently skewed towards exploratory analysis to a synthesis reflecting the needs of large swaths of users in performing data analysis. This is important because the purpose of enterprise data analysis on the ground is neither pretty pictures nor exploratory insights but improved decisions.
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